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What does the TB check ? 
 Is there a rationale for your  

assumptions ? Do they make sense ? 

 Is it possible to reproduce your sample 

size calculation ? 

 How does your sample size compare to 

previous published studies ?

 Are your assumptions on recruitment 

realistic ?   
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Factors influencing sample size

 « Design » considerations: 

type of endpoint, parallel versus cross-over, superiority 

versus non-inferiority, clustering, drop-outs, …

 « Statistical » considerations:

level of significance and power 

 « Clinical » considerations: 

target difference to be detected
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History… (for the < 35 years old)
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Design: parallel or crossover
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It requires less patients BUT

 Only for chronic and stable disease

 Only when no cure or no long-term

treatment effect (no carry-over effect)

 « Ethics » or « to facilitate

recruitment » are not valid reasons for 

choice crossover design



Design: patient or clustered

randomisation

 When intervention at level of a group of 

patients (provider of care), ie. quality of 

care improvement, public health, …

 Or when « contamination » risk between

subjects is high
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Randomisation patients

- Care providers

- Hospitals

- …
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intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) = describes how strongly units 

in the same group resemble each other

Clustered trials require larger sample size

ICC LOWICC HIGH

ICC  = 1 : all units within

cluster are equal

ICC  = 0 : statistical independence

of units within cluster

In general, the power is increased more easily by increasing the number of 

clusters rather than the cluster size.



Clustered trials –

think at all implications

 Informed consent ?

 Statistical analysis ?

 Interpretation ?
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http://www.consort-statement.org/checklists/view/651-cluster-

trials/863-sample-size
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Randomisation : 

GP practices

Clustering 1:

GPs (GP practices)

Clustering 2:

Patients (GPs (GP practices)))

Clustering 3: 

Lab test (Patients (GPs (GP practices)))) 
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Design: Non-inferiority study

A 

standard of care

B 

new intervention
« same » efficacy and..

 better safety

 easier to administer

 less expensive

 better QOL

 …

Think at implications: 

change reimbursement ?  

change practice ? 
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Design: Non-inferiority study
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Critical: design needs to 

make sure that new 

intervention is also effective 

(without comparison with 

placebo)

if  Δ increases

then sample size decreases 

Possibility to test for 

superiority if non-inferiority 

has been shown (but must be 

planned in protocol)



Analysis population

 The choice of the design also influences 

the choice of the population for the 

primary endpoint

 Superiority : usually ITT (Intention-to-treat)

 Non-inferiority: usually PP (Per protocol)
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http://www.consort-statement.org/checklists/view/650-non-

inferiority-and-equivalence-trials/801-sample-size
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Expected drop out rate

Pragmatic trials are expected to have lower

drop-out rate than non pragmatic trials + 

ITT 
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Statistical considerations

Type I error (α)

 The probability of detecting a 

statistically significant 

difference when the treatments 

are in reality equally 

effective—ie, the chance of a 

false-positive result.

 Usually alpha = 5%

 In theory could be lowered or 

increased in function of 

situation, in practice seldom 

done

Type II error (β)

 Beta is type II error – false 

negative result

 Power is 1-Beta. The 

probability of detecting a 

statistically significant 

difference when a difference of 

a given magnitude really 

exists.

 Usually (minimum) 80%

 Power calculation “post trial” 

on negative results are 

meaningless 
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Target difference

 the difference the trial is designed to detect 

(while controlling for type I and type II error)

 Important difference = difference seen as 

important by a relevant stakeholder group 

(minimal clinical important difference, 

standardized effect size,…)

 Realistic difference = a difference  that can be 

considered to be realistic given the intervention 

to be evaluated (pilot data, observational data, 

systematic review, …)
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Target difference for binary outcome
Specify: 

 response in the control group

 absolute and/or relative difference

 (response in intervention group) 
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Useful resources
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On our

website



Take home messages

The sample size of trial has crucial implications on 
feasibility and budget

Your sample size calculation must be reproducible
by an external reviewer

The assumptions need to make sense, and need to 
be documented

Statisticians are friendly people, 
contact them ! 

(at the design stage, 
not the evening before submission…)
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